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Abstract This paper presents a distributed and scalable framework for video analysis that automatically
estimates the optimal workow required for the analysis of dierent application domains. It integrates several technologies related with data acquisition, visual
analysis tools, communication protocols and data storage. Moreover, hierarchical semantic representations
are included in the framework to describe the application domain, the analysis capabilities and the user
preferences. The automatic determination of the analysis workow is performed by selecting the most appropriate tools for each domain among the available ones
in the framework by means of exploiting the relations
between the semantic descriptions. The experimental
results in the video surveillance domain demonstrate
that the proposed approach successfully composes optimal workows for video analysis applications.
Keywords Video analysis · Semantic analysis · Distributed framework · Automatic workow composition ·
Self-congurable analysis
1 Introduction

Nowadays, advanced video analysis systems are expected
to work in dynamic and dierent (but related) environments within a domain allowing the on-line addition or
removal, when necessary, of services and analysis capabilities [26]. Specially, a growing demand has emerged
in the video surveillance domain motivated by security
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issues in private and public places [18]. Their design
presents many challenges related with scalability, portability and optimal allocation of resources. Most of the
current systems are generally hand-crafted and taskspecic. Hence, they are non-scalable and their deployment in dierent environments is limited requiring to
undergo major structural changes in many situations.
Furthermore, a large amount of video processing algorithms are available as a consequence of the intensive research done during the past years. Complications
arise for selecting an algorithm to perform a particular
task as the algorithm performance depends on the operating conditions. As a result, the system may present
high performance variations when deployed in dierent
environments. For instance, dierent algorithms might
be used depending on the scenario type (e.g., outdoor
and indoor), the viewing distance (e.g., close and far)
and the operation mode (e.g., on-line and o-line).
In this context, several notable eorts have been
done to provide modular architectures for improving
scalability and portability. Nevertheless, their design is
based on a human operator who has to accumulate a
great amount of experience related with video processing, network design, data management and so on. To
simplify this task, several approaches have been proposed based on performance evaluation [19], available
resources [25] and knowledge descriptions [16]. However, they are not fully automatic requiring the human
intervention in most of the design stages.
In this paper, we address the above-mentioned limitations by proposing a scalable and distributed framework for video analysis that automatically estimates optimal workows based on semantic information. This
paper presents the combination of the enhancements
achieved starting from previous work in the design of
video analysis frameworks [31], knowledge representa-
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tion [34] and dynamic workows composition [35]. Firstly,
the basic framework structure [31] is extended by including the support to semantic-based analysis. Secondly, the application domain and the analysis system
are described by means of an extended ontology-based
knowledge representation [34]. Specically, we represent the user that operates with the results of the analysis process (e.g., a person, a retrieval system) as a set of
preferences for such analysis and provide more detailed
domain and system descriptions. Thirdly, automatic
workow composition and update are proposed for analyzing each domain based on these descriptions. For
this composition, we extend the approach introduced in
[35] in order to be able to select the most appropriate algorithm for performing a task when multiple choices are
available by modeling this selection as a constraint satisfaction problem (CSP) [1]. Finally, we demonstrate
the success of our approach for composing workows
for the video surveillance domain. Experimental results
show that the best workow is determined for each domain to successfully analyze the content also considering the user preferences (e.g., accuracy, speed).
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: section 2 reviews the related work and section 3 overviews
the proposed framework. Then, section 4 presents the
employed semantic descriptions and section 5 describes
the workow composition. Later, section 6 discusses
the results. Finally, section 7 concludes this paper.
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2.1 Characteristics of video event analysis frameworks
Existing approaches can be studied from several aspects. A classical distinctions consist of their purpose:
they can be divided into generic and specialized. For instance, [38] proposed a framework for the video surveillance domain and [41] focused on the detection of stationary objects in underground stations. Another classication dierentiates between distributed [25] and nondistributed frameworks [36]. Furthermore, they can be
categorized depending on the existence of a centralized
server to monitor the framework components. Initial research was focused on developing such servers for better
management [40]. However, the scalability restriction
motivated the design of decentralized frameworks with
completely self-contained subsystems [2].
For communication issues, although most of existing approaches use their own communication protocol, some approaches use standard IP-based protocols
such as RSTP [9], SOAP [13] and CORBA [36]. Moreover, the framework design is usually object-oriented
and synchronous [29,38]. This approach can produce
overhead at run-time and may cause communication
bottlenecks. To avoid this limitation, the MASCOT
method [40] was proposed to simplify the communication and allow asynchronous operation.
2.2 Control of processing

2.2.1 Manual control

2 Related work

Several video analysis frameworks have been proposed
by industry and academia. The requirements for designing such type of systems are the object of very active research [18]. In general, the following functionalities are desirable: 1) scalable and distributed systems,
2) real-time operation, 3) low resource consumption,
4) communication over standard networks and 5) runtime re-conguration. Traditionally, the building principles have been ad-hoc and based on expert knowledge. Thus, their portability to other settings is not
easy in most of the situations. Although it is generally
accepted that the semantic information can be used to
improve the system performance [24,39], its successful
application to video analysis is still in its early stages.
In the following sub-sections, we briey review the
existing frameworks for analysis of video events focusing on their characteristics and control of processing.

Many eorts have been made to dene the workow of
video applications. Current approaches provide modular architectures and specify control rules for managing the behavior of the modules [2,30,38]. They inherently support scalability and portability. However, they
have some limitations due to the lack of well-dened
interfaces for connecting modules and the applicationdependent design of the proposed solutions (i.e., only
focused on video surveillance). Hence, their use to develop video applications of diverse nature and the reuse
of available algorithms is not straightforward.
Furthermore, there have been several proposals for
composing generic multimedia workows such as Microsoft Workow Foundation (MWF) [11], Khoros [22]
and GStreamer (GS) [17]. They provide intuitive enduser environments to facilitate the workow design allowing a better understanding of it. They dene interfaces for the processing modules to simplify their maintenance, reuse and update. Besides, they support parallelization and distribution. Nevertheless, they exhibit
some limitations. For example, Khoros [22] does not allow iterative processes and introduces a communication
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overhead between modules. MWF [11] and GS [17] are
too generic requiring a great eort for developing complex applications. A common drawback is related with
the dynamic behavior as they are not able to react to
environment changes that may require to add or remove
system components.
In addition to previously discussed limitations, manual control requires the human operator for many design tasks such as the selection of the processing modules and the appropriate algorithms as well as the specic implementation issues (e.g., resource mapping) for
the dierent system deployments. Thus, it restricts the
design to system developers or video processing experts.

2.2.2 Automatic control
Automatic control of processing aims to simplify the
framework design and automate the analysis task. In
current literature, we distinguish between methods based
on Performance Evaluation (PE), Resource Mapping
(RM) and Semantic Information (SI).
PE methods compute auto-critical functions based
on the performance evaluation of the employed algorithms [7,19]. Their objective is to detect performance
drops and behave accordingly (e.g., algorithm replacement, parameter adjustment). However, they evaluate performance by acquiring scene models based on
ground-truth information. Therefore, their application
to other settings is very restricted as they rely on training data. Furthermore, their algorithm description is
restricted to input and output parameters (and their
values) without containing any information about its
functionality or usage. Thus, this control approach is
semiautomatic as a human operator has to provide this
information to dene the analysis workow.
RM methods deal with the mapping of algorithms
onto resources of the framework. For instance, [25]
described the complexity of the tasks to perform as
their number of instructions and each processing node
by its computational power. The transmission time is
also considered as the available bandwidth and data
exchanged. Then, a function is constructed to measure the cost of the analysis for each frame. Finally,
the optimum solution to the task-node mapping is performed as a minimization over this cost function by
using data about processing and transmission times for
each available architectural solution. Similarly, [6] dened a reconguration strategy based on the load of the
system processing units. Thus, the tasks are dynamically mapped onto the units that become idle. However,
they do not provide solutions for adding or removing
analysis capabilities. Similarly to PEs, RM methods
also need the human operator to decide the structure
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of the task to perform and therefore, compose the analysis workow.
SI approaches make use of semantics to explicitly
or implicitly determine the structure of the framework.
Explicit SI approaches dene semantic-based sets of
rules for selecting specic algorithms, to help the composition of workows for video analysis. For example,
[12] proposed to describe the objects and their recognition algorithms to compose simple workows. However,
it is limited to object analysis and the algorithm execution order is manually determined. Thus, this composition is semiautomatic. Similarly, [3] described an
approach tailored to detect events for the soccer domain. Furthermore, [16] presented a knowledge-based
controlled platform for video event analysis. However,
algorithm selection is performed by the user and optimum algorithm selection is modeled as ne tuning
using ground-truth data. Therefore, it has the previously mentioned drawbacks. Moreover, [27] proposed to
compose workows for simple object detection based on
predened descriptions of algorithm accuracy and user
preferences. However, the structure of the workow for
each task is hand-coded and, therefore, the approach
can not be automatically applied to dierent domains.
Implicit SI approaches automatically learn the framework structure from semantic information. This information is usually given as a set of annotated training sequences. For example, [39] proposed to learn the structure of a Dynamic Bayesian Network (DBN) from training sequences annotated with semantic constraints.
Our approach ts into the explicit SI category. Compared with previous works, the major novelties of this
paper are as follows. Firstly, a scalable and distributed
framework provides a exible environment for developing applications. Secondly, we extend a generic approach for providing a complete representation of the
event-related semantics. Thirdly, a fully automatic composition of workows is proposed to analyze dierent
domains based on semantic representations of domain,
system and user knowledge. Unlike existing approaches,
it does not require the human intervention. Its main advantage consists in the separation of the design stages
into the knowledge and algorithmic related parts. Thus,
domain experts and algorithm designers can focus their
eorts in the development of, respectively, more accurate knowledge models and algorithms. Table 1 compares our proposal against the reviewed literature.
3 Overview of the proposed framework

A scalable and distributed framework has been designed
for video sequence analysis. We have selected [31] for
dening the basic structure. Its main features are:
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Ref.
[25]
[36]
[21]
[2]
[12]
[9]
[19]
[41]
[16]
[38]
[30]
[27]
Proposed

Purpose
Generic
Specic
Generic
Generic
Specic
Generic
Specic
Specic
Generic
Generic
Generic
Specic
Generic

Characteristics
Portable Extensible
NA
No
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
Yes
NA
Yes

NA
No
NA
Yes
NA
Yes
NA
NA
NA
Yes
Yes
NA
Yes

Control

Distributed

Mode

Yes
No
Yes
Yes
NA
Yes
No
Yes
NA
Yes
Yes
No
Yes

Automatic
Manual
Manual
Manual
Semi-automatic
Manual
Automatic
Manual
Semi-automatic
Manual
Manual
Semi-automatic
Automatic

Type

Resource
No
Semantic
Performance
Semantic
Semantic
Semantic

Knowledge support
Storage
Use
No
No
Yes
Yes
NA
Yes
No
NA
Yes
NA
Yes
NA
Yes

No
No
NA
NA
Yes
Yes
No
NA
Yes
NA
NA
Yes
Yes

Table 1 Comparative of the reviewed frameworks for video analysis. (Key. NA: Not Addressed)

 Distributed environment for prototyping and deployment of multi-camera visual analysis systems.
 Modular and multi-threaded design for real-time processing at frame level.
 Flexible conguration (cascading or parallel interconnection of processing algorithms).
 Asynchronous client/server operation mode.

We extend this approach by dening the modules
required for semantic-based analysis. This framework
is divided in two levels of abstraction: physical and logical. They are described in the following sub-sections.
Fig. 1 Physical description of the proposed framework.

3.1 Physical part

3.2 Logical part

The physical part (see Fig. 1) is composed of the required hardware: the cameras and a cluster of standard
personal computers (PCs) connected together through
a fast Ethernet network.
To cope with bandwidth restrictions and to allow
operation at real-time, the framework architecture is
composed of two networks. The main processing units
are a set of rack-mounted standard PCs interconnected
by a dedicated Gigabit Ethernet (core network). The
other framework units (mainly processing modules) are
distributed in a 100BaseT Ethernet network around the
core network. Dierent types of cameras are plugged
either to an acquisition card on a PC or directly to
the Ethernet network for IP cameras. The computers
are used to acquire the video, run algorithms and store
the data. The main advantage of this architecture is
its exibility. Future needs in computing power can be
addressed by simply adding PCs (or replacing existing
ones with more powerful ones) in the cluster.

The logical part is composed by three independent layers (see Fig. 2). Each layer is designed in a modular
way and has a specic role. The dierent modules can
be distributed in several ways allowing exible conguration. The communication is based on a server/client
model; the ow control is based on the TCP protocol.
To avoid network congestion, data buering between
modules is supported at both sides. Depending on application requirements, layers can be combined into one
single component with the required functionality.

3.2.1 Acquisition layer
This layer acquires the video from multiple video feeds
and distributes video frame-by-frame to the entire framework using a server/client model. For performance issues, the captured data is stored in the processing layer
(Shared Memory Module). Video frames are currently
exchanged using baseline JPEG (ISO/IEC 10918-1) or
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Fig. 2 Logical description of the proposed framework for video analysis

uncompressed format. A time stamp is attached to
each frame at grabbing time to be used in the processing stage (e.g., tracking algorithms). Due to its
modular design, the framework can easily support the
addition of new camera connection protocols. Based
on this framework, the system currently implemented
handles IP, IEEE1394, GigE and USB protocols as well
as input via video les.

3.2.2 Data Management layer
This layer is in charge of storing and distributing information required for analysis purposes. It is composed
of three database sub-systems:
 The Domain Ontology Database (ODD) provides
the domain knowledge. An overview of this information is given in section 4.
 The System Ontology Database (SOD) provides the
capabilities of the system. The description of this
information is dened in section 4.
 The Analysis Results Database (ARD) is in charge
of managing the availability and intercommunication of analysis results between processing modules
and allowing the distributed conguration of processing. Thus, this database stores the descriptions
(e.g., metadata) generated by the analysis units making it available for further processing1 .

parallel and distributed applications. A modular design
with common interfaces is dened for fast development
of new algorithms within the framework. It communicates with the other layers to request and store data.
Moreover, this layer includes several algorithms to solve
the addressed analysis problems. They can be selected
or combined depending on the application domain and
the user preferences (as described in section 5).
Currently, this framework performs two tasks: semantic interpretation and video analysis, making use
of the following modules (see Fig. 2):
 The Interpretation and Management Module (IMM)
interprets the semantic information (domain and
system), then combining it user preferences and nally requesting the execution of algorithms.
 The Algorithm Server Module (ASM) provides the
processing capabilities of the framework. It makes
the visual analysis tools usable through a server.
 The Algorithm Repository Module (ARM) indexes
the available visual analysis tools and stores their
compiled versions in order to provide the processing
capabilities.
 The User Interface Module (UIM) manages the interaction with the content consumer (e.g., nal user,
software agent) obtaining the input from the consumer (e.g., domain to analyze) and providing the
output to the consumer (e.g., video descriptions).

3.2.3 Processing layer

3.3 Analysis of a specic domain

This layer analyzes the video content. A processing
module corresponds to a system component responsible for some particular task not related to other layers
(e.g. video analysis, video player). The modules run
concurrently and asynchronously allowing to develop

For analyzing a specic domain, this framework performs a sequence of operations as follows:
1. Initialization. The UIM gets the necessary data for
the analysis (e.g., domain to analyze, user preferences) and congures the IMM. Then, the IMM requests to the DOD and SOD modules the semantic
information of the domain and the system.

1 This database sub-system can be easily extended for devel-

oping query-based applications.
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2. Semantic-based workow composition
(a) The IMM requests to the ASM the analysis tools
available for the selected domain by using the
data indexed in the ASM. Finally, the instances
of the existing visual analysis tools are created
and properly linked.
(b) The IMM interprets the semantic system information to calculate the necessary resources (parameters) and to allocate memory for them in
the ASM. Instances of the parameters are created and linked with the Algorithm instances.
(c) The IMM interprets the ontology to select the
necessary visual analysis tools between the available ones and their computation order. Then,
this information is sent to the ARD (via the
ASM) for the algorithm resources creation. This
process is described in section 5.
3. Analysis. Finally, the IMM begins the sequential
execution of the visual analysis tools via execution
requests to the ASM. The analysis is performed until the video le has been nished or the system is
turn o (for live on-line video analysis). Results
obtained by each execution are stored in the ARD
and are made available for further analysis or display purposes. During run-time operation, the update of the analysis workow (addition or removal)
is performed as described in section 5.
4 Semantic representation

For describing the video-related semantics, we have selected an ontology-based approach [34] that proposed
a structured knowledge representation of the application domain and the analysis system. We extend this
approach by detailing the domain-related context and
the available algorithms as well as including the user
preferences. In this section, we overview its structure
and the proposed extensions.
4.1 Domain and System descriptions
The structure is composed of an upper ontology to dene the hierarchy of each knowledge type that leaves
explicit the information that has to be inserted for modeling. We use the Scene entity to represent the domain
knowledge and the System entity to describe the analysis capabilities. Fig. 3 depicts their hierarchy.
Domain knowledge is described by means of hierarchical descriptions of the scene objects (Object entity),
their relations (Event entity) and additional information (SceneContext entity). The Object entity represents the physical scene objects. Mobile and Contex-
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tual objects are distinguished by their ability to initiate
motion. Furthermore, Contextual objects are divided
into Fixed and Portable objects (if they can be displaced). Therefore, events can be dened considering
relations with moving entities (e.g., person-meet), stationary objects (e.g., luggage-abandon) and xed scene
parts (e.g., door-enter). The Event entity represents
spatio-temporal relations between Object entities. Each
Event entity is related to Object entities by the hasObjectList property. Furthermore, it is sub-classed
depending on the number of agents involved (single
and multiple) and the temporal relation with its events
(simple and complex). The SceneContext entity denes
all the information that may inuence the way a scene
is perceived and can not be described using the Object
and Event entities.
System knowledge represents the analysis capabilities (Algorithm entity), their inputs/outputs (Parameter entity) and their organization for performing tasks
(DetectionProcedure entity). The Algorithm entity represents the available visual analysis tools in the system.
They are used in the detection procedures dened for
the detection of objects and events. Each Algorithm instance is related to input/output parameter instances
by the hasInputParameter /hasOutputParameter property. The DetectionProcedure entity represents the available processing schemes in the system for detecting the
concepts described in the ontology. Each DetectionProcedure instance is related to appropriate Algorithm
instances by the hasAlgorithm property. Finally, the
Parameter entity describes the dierent inputs and outputs of the algorithms available in the system. It is
sub-classed according to the available Algorithms.
4.2 Extensions

4.2.1 SceneContext entity
Although the SceneContext entity was dened in [34],
it was not suggested how this information should be applied to analysis. In this work, we propose to detail its
description for using such information in the automatic
workow composition. The following properties of this
entity are dened:
 Type : indicates the nature of the scene to be analyzed with the (string) values: outdoor and indoor.
 View-distance : indicates the distance to the observed activity of the scene with the (string) values:
close, inter and far.
 Time : indicates the time of the scene to be analyzed. For simplicity purposes, we use the following
(string) values: day, night and all.
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Scene
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Any*
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System Capabilities

CapabilityProperties Any*

(b)

Fig. 3 Structured representation of (a) the domain knowledge (Scene entity) and (b) the system knowledge (System entity)

 Crowded : indicates if the scene is considered as a
crowded environment with a boolean value.
 ROI : indicates the Region(s) Of Interest of the scene
for their analysis. Currently, this information is indicated with a binary mask that indicates the ROIs
with the value 1.

4.2.2 Algorithm entity
Regarding the Algorithm entity, inter-properties are used
to connect each algorithm instance with its input and
output parameters (hasInputParameterList and hasOutputParameterList properties). We propose to include
some intra-properties for representing the domain and
accuracy information. They are as follows:
 Domain properties. Similarly to the SceneContext
entity, we dene some properties to describe the application domain of the algorithm. They are Type,
View-distance, Time and Crowded. Their values are
the same as in section 4.2.1.
 Accuracy properties. They characterize the accuracy of the algorithm. Currently, they are processingtime, memory and accuracy. Their possible values
are Low, Medium and High.

Then, a hierarchy of the available Algorithms is dened
to represent the tasks that the system can perform. Assuming that the focus of the ontology-based system is
the recognition of human-related events, we have dened some categories to represent the common tasks
performed within this domain. They are the following: ImageAcquisition, ForegroundSegmentation, ShadowDetection, Pre-Processing, Post -processing, BlobExtraction, PeopleRecognition, GroupRecognition, Tracking, FeatureExtraction and EventAnalysis.
Finally, the algorithm implementations available in
the system are represented as instances of these categories. The estimation of the intra-properties of each
instance can be done by using training data or human
expert knowledge

4.2.3 User
We propose to include the user in the knowledge representation structure. It describes the nal entity that
manipulates the semantic information generated by the
system. This entity can be a physical user, a query system, specic requirements for display purposes,... and
it should include a description of the user interaction
mode to request information to the system
As a rst approach, we have dened a small set of
properties to describe the user preferences. Currently,
they correspond to the accuracy properties of the Algorithm entity. Therefore, a user may specify its preferences for processing -time, memory and accuracy of the
system. If some properties are not specied, the highest
value is assumed by default.
5 Semantic-based workow composition

To overcome the current limitation of the ad-hoc design
based on expert knowledge, we propose an automatic
workow composition for the analysis of a specic domain under certain user preferences using the visual
tools available in the framework: algorithms (i.e., available techniques for solving a problem such as segmentation or shadow detection) and detection procedures
(i.e., structured organization of algorithms for performing a task such as event recognition). The semantic descriptions dened in the previous section are inspected
to select the most appropriate visual tools. In this section, we describe the semantic relations exploited and
the workow composition process.
5.1 Exploited entity relations
For providing such mechanism, we propose to use the
properties of the entities that dene domain and system
knowledge to determine the visual analysis workow
for a specic modeling domain (i.e., the visual analysis tools and their associated execution order). This is
performed by exploiting the relationships between the
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hasSceneContext
SceneContext
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hasEventContext

hasDetection
Procedure
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Start
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Procedure
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hasInputParameter
hasOutputParameter

Instance
level

Parameter

Fig. 4 Entity relations exploited for automatic workow com-

position.

domain, the system and the user knowledge (depicted
in Fig. 4). The key entities in this process are:
 Object entity that is related to DetectionProcedure
entities by the hasDetectionProcedure property.
 Event entity that is related to DetectionProcedure
entities by the hasDetectionProcedure property.
 DetectionProcedure entity that is related to Algorithm entities by the hasAlgorithm property.
 Algorithm entity that is related to Parameter entities by the hasInputParameter /hasOutputParameter
property.
 Parameter entity that is sub-classed according to
the available algorithms.
 User entity that describes the user preferences for
the analysis (e.g., accuracy).
 SceneContext entity that denes the characteristics
of the scenario (e.g., outdoor/indoor).
5.2 Automatic workow composition
For composing the workow, we extend the approach
proposed by [35] that selects and orders the Algorithm
entities to perform a specic task. In particular, we
propose to solve the problem of selecting Algorithm instances for performing a task when multiple choices are
available by modeling this process as a constraint satisfaction problem (CSP)[1].
Domain, self and user knowledge have to be properly dened prior to the composition of the workow.
Domain-knowledge represents the objects and events
that we expect to observe in the modeled domain by
means of the Object and Event entities. Their instances
will be created during the domain analysis (i.e., when
they are recognized) and these instances are not needed
for composing the workow. Self-knowledge is described
by the DetectionProcedure, Algorithm and Parameter
entities. As the DetectionProcedure entity denes the
processing schemes (and not specic implementations),
there is no need to create instances. However, Algorithm instances are needed to describe the current capabilities (e.g., two implementations of the foreground
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Procedures
and Algorithm entities

System
ontology
(SOD)

Determine
Execution order

Instance
level

Domain
ontology
(DOD)

Select
Algorithm instances
Algorithm
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Fig. 5 Flowchart for automatic workow composition.

dashed lines indicate the use of semantic information.
Type

SceneContext

User
Event
Object

Red

Properties
[Type=outdoor, View-distance=far,
Time=day, Crowded=No, ROI=No,
hasSpatialContext=null,
hasObjectContext=null,
hasEventContext=null]
[Processing-time= high, Memory=low,
Accuracy=high]
[Appear, Inside-zone]
[Person, Car]

Table 2 Example of the data requested by the framework for

automatic workow composition.

segmentation Algorithm ). For the Parameter entity, no
instances are needed for the workow composition.
The proposed composition method works at entity
and instance levels. It is divided in four stages: data
request, visual analysis tools selection (for DetectionProcedure and Algorithm entities), execution order determination and selection of Algorithm instances. Fig.
5 depicts the owchart of the performed operations.

5.2.1 Data requesting
Firstly, the framework requests data for the application domain and the user preferences. Then, instances
of the SceneContext and the User entities are created
and used for composing the workow. Furthermore, a
domain description has to be available to dene the entities to recognize (Event and Object ). Table 2 depicts
an example of such information.
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1. IF an Event e1 has objects O = {o1 , ..., on } as a part of
its description AND objects O = {o1 , ..., on } have detection
procedures DPO = {dpO1 , ..., dpOn } respectively THEN E1
hasDetectionProcedure DPE1 = {dpO 1 , ..., dpOn }.
2. IF an Event e1 has sub-events SE = {se1 , ..., sen } as a
part of its description AND sub-events SE = {se1 , ..., sen }
have detection procedures DPSE = {dpSE 1 , ..., dpSEn }
respectively THEN e1 hasDetectionProcedure DPE1 =
{dpSE 1 , ..., dpSEn }.
3. IF an Object o1 has sub-objects SO = {so1 , ..., son } as a
part of its description AND sub-objects SO = {so1 , ..., son }
have detection Procedures DPSO = {dpSO1 , ..., dpSOn }
respectively THEN o1 hasDetectionProcedure DPO1 =
{dpSO1 , ..., dpSOn }.
4. IF a DetectionProcedure dp1 has algorithms ADP1 =
{a1 , a2 a3 } and as a part of its description AND a DetectionProcedure dp2 has algorithms ADP2 = {a3 , a4 a5 } as
a part of its description THEN the set of algorithms to use
is A = {a1 , a2 a3 a4 a5 }.
Fig. 6 F-logic rules for selecting the visual analysis tools through
exploiting the relationship between the entities of the system representation.

5.2.2 Visual analysis tools selection
This selection is performed by inspecting the properties
of the sub-entities of the Event and Object entities dened for each domain. This phase should be considered
as the integration of domain and system knowledge and
it is automatically performed each time the framework
is requested to analyze a specic domain. The aim of
this stage is to extract the needed Algorithms entities,
ai , by inspecting the DetectionProcedures entities associated to each Event and Object entity.
This process is based on rules that exploit the transitivity properties between the entities dened in the
ontology. These rules dene the mapping between the
visual analysis tools and the relevant entities to be detected in the modeled domain. Among the available
choices in the literature, we have decided to use FLogic [12] motivated by its easy use and understanding. Firstly, we have dened three rules to select all the
necessary procedures (DetectionProcedures entities) to
analyze a specic domain. Then, a fourth rule is included to select the Algorithm entities to apply from
the selected DetectionProcedures. This rule is applied
in pairs to all the selected detection procedures. Fig.
6 describes these four rules. Finally, the selected Algorithm entities conform the set of visual analysis tools
to be executed and their properties (i.e., their inputs
and outputs) are used to compute their execution order. Currently, each selected entity is used once in the
composed workow and, therefore, loops are not possible. For specic sequences of operations (e.g., loops),
they have to be encapsulated into one single algorithm
in order to be used by the proposed approach.
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5.2.3 Execution order determination
After selecting the Algorithm entities for the domain
analysis, their execution order is determined to dene
the analysis workow of the framework. Its computation inspects the related Parameter entities (through
the properties hasInputParameter and hasOutputParameter of each Algorithm entity). The key idea is to
dene a set of input parameters, select the Algorithm
entities that can be used with this input set and study
the possible relations between the selected ones. Priorities and sub-priorities are assigned depending on their
relations to establish a sub-order of Algorithms entities
with the same order. Then, the set of input parameters is extended with the output parameters of the
selected Algorithm entities and the process is repeated
with the new input set. This process is done from the
minimum set of inputs, composed by the input image
(named frame-rgb ), until the list of selected Algorithm
entities is nished. Prior to detailing the algorithm for
computing the execution order, we dene the following
sets, algorithm types and operations on them:
Denition 1 A is a set that represents the Algorithm entities selected in the visual tool selection process. P represents a set of Parameter entities. pj and
ai describe, respectively, a specic Parameter or Algorithm entity. AA , AI and AS are three sets that contain
selected Algorithm entities for the operations of Accumulation, extraction from a set of Input parameters
and the determination of the Sub-order. The execution
order is represented by the integer variable o.
Denition 2 For Algorithm entities that has the
same execution order, we distinguish:
 Filtering Algorithms : they have the same input and
output (ai ⊂ AS /Input(ai ) ≡ Output(ai )).
 Processing Algorithms type 1: they do not have the
same input and output. Additionally, their output
is contained in their input (ai ⊂ AS /Input(ai ) 6=
Output(ai ) AND Output(ai ) ⊂ Input(ai )).
 Processing Algorithms type 2: they do not have the
same input and output. Additionally, their output
is not contained in their input (ai ⊂ AS /Input(ai ) 6=
Output(ai ) AND Output(ai ) 6⊂ Input(ai )).
Denition 3 For operating with Algorithm and Parameter instances, we dene the following functions:
 Input(ai ) = {pj ⊂ P/ai hasInputP arameter pj }
 Output(ai ) = {pj ⊂ P/ai hasOutputP arameter pj }
 card(A) =number of elements in the set A
 AssignOrder(o, ai ) ⇒ assigns the execution order
o to the algorithm i.
The full execution order determination procedure is described in the Algorithm 1.
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Algorithm 1 Execution order determination.
Input: Domain knowledge description D and selected
entities A = {ai }.
Output: Order oi of each Algorithm entity ai

1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:
20:
21:
22:
23:
24:
25:
26:
27:
28:

Algorithm

begin

/ ,AS = {O}
/ and o = 1//Variable initialization
Set AF = {O}
Set P = {frame_rgb }//raw image as initial input parameter
While AS 6= A
AI = {ai ⊂ A/Input(ai ) ≡ I} //select all algorithms that
have determined input parameters
if card(AI ) = 1then
AssignOrder(o, ai )
o=o+1
AS = AS ∪ AI
else

//Determine the type of the Algorithm entities
for each ltering algorithm aj ⊂ AI do
AssignOrder(o, aj )
AS = AS ∪{aj }

end for
o=o+1
for each processing algorithm type 1 aj ⊂ AI do
AssignOrder(o, aj )
AS = AS ∪{aj }
end for
o=o+1
for all processing algorithm type 2 aj ⊂ AI do
AssignOrder(o, aj )
AS = AS ∪{aj }
end for
o=o+1
end if
Set AA = AA ∪ AS and AS = {∅}//Accumulate the proces-

sed algorithms in AA
29: Set P = {frame_rgb , Output(S)}//Update the process input parameters
30: end while
31: end

5.2.4 Selection of Algorithm instances
After selecting the Algorithm entities and computing
their execution order, Algorithm instances have to be
chosen for composing the workow. We use the prior
knowledge about the domain to be analyzed (SceneContext entity), the constraints imposed by the user (User
entity) and the existing Algorithm instances.
We propose to model this selection as a constraint
satisfaction problem (CSP) [1]. Thus, we dene the
satisfaction problem as a triple hX, D, Ci where X =
XD ∪ XA = {x1 , ..., xM , xM +1 , ..., xM +N } is a superset that describes the properties of the Algorithm instances. It is composed of the set XD = {x1 , ..., xM }
that describes the domain-related properties and the set
XA = {x1 , ..., xN } that describes the accuracy-related
properties. D = {d1 , ..., dN +M } is the set of N + M
domain values for each property (i.e., possible values).
Hence, the properties of an Algorithm instance j of an
entity i, tij , are dened as a mapping Vij : X → D.

Constraints are represented as pairs hT, Ri where T is
a (M + N ) set of properties (i.e., the intra-properties
of the SceneContext and the User entity) and R is a
(M + N )-ary relation on D. We assume the same number of elements in the sets X and T (i.e., all the properties of the Algorithm instances and the constraints are
dened), and the same listing order of these properties. Furthermore, we consider one constraint for each
application domain to be analyzed.
Then, instead of looking for an Algorithm instance
that completely satises a constraint, we dene a global
scoring function F for each instance j of the Algorithm
entity i to provide a satisfaction score as follows:
(1)

Scoreijd = F (Vij , C)

where Vij represents the set of valued properties of
the Algorithm instance tij and C is the set that describes the constraint in terms of the domain properties
and the user preferences. For a more readable notation,
we have omitted the sub-indexes i and j for describing an Algorithm instance, and used V instead of Vij .
Moreover, we also use vm instead of vm (V ) for representing the m property of the Algorithm instance V.
Then, the global function F is dened as follows:
F (V, C) =

m=M
X
m=1

fd (vm , cm ) +

n=M
X+N

fa (vn , cn )

(2)

n=M +1

where fd and fa are the local scoring functions for,
respectively, the domain and the accuracy properties;
V and C describe, respectively, the Algorithm instance
and the constraint; vm and cm represent their domain
properties; vn and cn represent, respectively, their accuracy properties.
The domain local scoring function assigns a score
considering the domain properties of the Algorithm instance and the constraint. It is dened as follows:


 0 if vm = cm OR cm = {any} OR
fd (vm , cm ) =
vm = {any}


1 if
vm 6= cm

(3)
For the accuracy local function, we rst transform
the values of the properties Da = dM +1,...N +M (Low,
Medium and High, see section 4) into a scalar domain
using a simple relation, s : Da → N, dened as follows:


 1 if dn = {Low}
s(dn ) = 2 if dn = {M edium}


3 if dn = {High}

(4)
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Instances of
Algorithm i
Method
Method
Method
Method

Domain properties
View
Time Crowded

Type

1
2
3
4

Outdoor
Outdoor
Indoor
Any

Far
Close
Inter
Inter

Domain

(a)

Accuracy properties
Proc.Time Memory Accuracy

No
No
No
Yes

Low
Medium
Medium
High

Low
Medium
High
Medium

Medium
Medium
Medium
High

Scene Context
View Time Crowded

Indoor

Inter
Day
No
User Preferences
Proc.Time Memory Accuracy

U0

Type

Day
Day
Day
Day

Type

D0
User

Instances for
Algorithm i
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Medium

(b)

Domain scores (fd )
View Time Crowded

Low

Medium

Accuracy scores (fa )
Proc.Time Memory Accuracy

Score
F (V, C )

Method 1
Method 2

1
1

1
1

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
1

0
0

2
3

Method 3

0

0

0

0

0

1

0

1

Method 4

0

0

0

1

1

(c)

1

1

4

Fig. 7 Example of the proposed method for selecting an instance of an

Algorithm entity. Data corresponds to (a) the Algorithm
instances descriptions, (b) the SceneContext and User (preferences) entities and (c) instance scores (nal selection is marked in bold).

method 3 is chosen for composing the workow after
applying the global scoring function. Fig. 7(c) shows
the scores obtained for each available instance.

Then, this local scoring function is dened as:
(
fa (vn , cn ) =

1 if s(vn ) − s(cn ) > 0
0 if s(vn ) − s(cn ) ≤ 0

(5)

where fa (.) assumes that the value property High
is the worst case and the value Low is the best case.
Observe that this assumption is true for the Processingtime and Memory properties. However, it has the opposite meaning for the Accuracy property (High value
is the best case). In this situation, we just switch the
conditions to invert the result of the scoring function.
Finally, instance selection is performed by using the
minimum a posteriori criterion:
Visel = argmin(Scoreijd )
j

(6)

where Scoreijd is the satisfaction score of the instance j of the Algorithm entity i for a d domain. If
more than one instances are selected, we accumulate the
dierence of their Accuracy properties (s(vn )−s(cn )) to
decide which one is the most suitable for the analysis.
Fig. 7 depicts an example of the process for selecting
instances of an Algorithm entity. As it can be observed,
four instances are available with dierent domain and
accuracy properties (see Fig. 7(a)). Then, the information corresponding to the SceneContext and UserPreferences entities is provided for a specic domain
(D0) and user (U0) as shown in Fig. 7(b). Finally, the

5.3 On-line workow update
The on-line insertion and removal of new analysis tools
into the frameworks is performed by the user or other
applications via the UIM module. The insertion operation is performed by adding the new data (domain
or self knowledge), creating the instances corresponding to the new data and computing the execution order
of each new visual analysis tool added. If new capabilities are introduced for an existing Algorithm entity,
the scoring function is applied to it and if its score is
lower than the current instance being used, the added
one is incorporated in the workow and the other is removed. If new domain knowledge is inserted (e.g., new
events to detect), the entire process has to be repeated
for composing a new workow. Similarly, the removal
operation diers whether it aects to domain or self
knowledge. A removal of domain knowledge will require
to recompute the composition of the workow. A removed Algorithm instance will be replaced by the available instance with the lowest score. Its main advantage
is that the remaining tools (the ones that are not removed) are not eliminated from the workow avoiding
the destruction and creation of resources. In conclusion, real-time workow update is can be achieved for
including or removing analysis capabilities.
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6 Experimental validation

To evaluate the proposed approach, we present three
experiments focused on detecting abandoned objects
for video surveillance. The rst one considers the analysis of dierent domains. The second one studies its
performance under variations of the user preferences.
Finally, the last one includes and removes processing
capabilities. In addition, we provide a comparison with
a state-of-art approach that has been designed manually. In this section, we describe the common setup for
all the experiments (the evaluation criteria, the available instances and the workow at entity-level), their
denition and the obtained results.
6.1 Setup
The proposed approach has been implemented in C++
using OpenCV2 for video analysis and in Java (only the
IMM module) using the OWL Protegé API3 for ontology handling. Tests were performed on two PCs (P-IV
2.8GHz and 1GB RAM) connected via a Gigabit LAN
(respectively used for ontology and video processing).
For comparison purposes, we have selected a stateof-art approach for detecting abandoned objects in video
surveillance [32] (from now on xed workow ). It represents the related literature that is manually designed
based on the expert knowledge of the task. It is composed of a sequential combination of the following stages:
foreground detection, noise removal, blob extraction,
blob tracking, static object detection, people recognition and event detection. Further details of the techniques implemented for each stage are provided in [32].
For evaluating the event detection accuracy, we use
the Precision (P) and Recall (R) measures. Precision
is the ratio between the correct and the total number
of detections. Recall is the ratio between the correct
detections and the total number of annotations. We
have dened an annotated event as detected if there is
a detection that satises the following constraints: the
overlapped duration in frames between them is more
than 50% and the mean overlapped area between them
is more than 50% (calculated in the overlapped frames).
6.2 Processing library
A library of visual analysis tools is available for domain
analysis. As a rst approach, we have focused on the
abandoned object detection task for video surveillance.
Table 3 lists the currently implemented tools.
2 http://sourceforge.net/projects/opencv/
3 http://protege.stanford.edu/
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For the Algorithm entity, we have described the
common analysis stages (foreground detection, shadow
removal, blob extraction, blob tracking, people recognition and event analysis). Regarding the event analysis,
we have implemented a basic rule-based approach for
detecting the events of interest (e.g., abandoned object) similarly to [32]. It denes a set of rules over the
data generated by the preceding analysis stages of the
event detection. The recognition of complex events is
avoided as it is out of the scope of this paper. Then,
instances of the corresponding Algorithm entities are
created for each implemented technique. For example, four instances are dened for the PeopleRecognition entity to describe the implementations based on
aspect ratio [14], ellipse tting [14], shoulder location
[14] and edges [15]. For the Parameter entity, we have
sub-classed this entity to dene the inputs/outputs of
the Algorithm entities.
For the DetectionProcedure entity, we have included
entities to describe the processing schemes for detecting the dened Object and Event entities. Appropriate links to Algorithm entities are established by using
the hasAlgorithm property. Moreover, they are also assigned to the corresponding Object and Event entities
by using the hasDetectionProcedure property.
6.3 Workow creation at entity level
For the detection of specic objects and events (e.g.,
abandoned objects), the building of the workow at
entity level is possible as it only requires the description
of the system capabilities. In other words, it is able to
select and order the required analysis stages (entities).
Then, the workow at instance level (i.e., the particular
algorithm for each stage) has to be selected depending
on the domain properties and the user preferences. In
this sub-section, we describe this workow creation at
entity level that is later used as starting point in the
three experiments.

Visual analysis system creation First, the hasDetectionProcedure property of the Person and Inside -zone
entities is examined by using the rst three rules dened in sub-section 5.2.2. Then, all DetectionProcedures are listed and the repeated ones are eliminated.
Finally, algorithm selection is easily performed by applying the fourth rule dened in sub-section 5.2.2 to all
the DetectionProcedures listed. As a result of this procedure, the following Algorithm entities are selected:
foreground detection, shadow elimination, connected
component analysis, blob tracking, stationary blob detection, people recognition and the corresponding routine that models the abandoned object event.

A semantic-guided and self-congurable framework for video analysis
Algorithm instances

Type

ForegroundDetection entity
SG [20]
Gamma [20]
Filtering+Gamma[10]
GMM [20]
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Domain properties
View
Time

Crowded

Accuracy properties
Proc.Time Memory Accuracy

Indoor
Indoor
Indoor
Any

Any
Any
Any
Any

Day
Day
Day
Day

No
No
Yes
No

Low
Low
Low
Medium

Low
Low
Low
Medium

Low
Medium
Medium
Medium

Any
Any
Any

Any
Any
Any

Day
Day
Day

Any
Any
Any

Low
High
High

Low
Low
Medium

Medium
High
High

Connected component (CC)[37]

Any

Any

Day

Any

Low

Low

High

Spatial-blob distance [23]
Color-blob distance [23]
Kalman [23]
Meanshift [23]

Any
Any
Any
Any

Inter-Far
Inter
Inter-Far
Close-Inter

Any
Any
Day
Day

No
No
No
Yes

Low
Low
Low
Medium

Low
Low
Medium
Medium

Low
Medium
Low
High

Any
Any
Any
Any

Inter
Far
Inter
Close

Day
Day
Day
Day

No
No
No
No

Medium
Medium
Low
High

Medium
Low
Low
Low

High
Medium
Low
Medium

Any
Any
Any

Any
Inter
Inter-Far

Day
Day
Day

Yes
No
No

Medium
Low
Medium

Medium
Medium
Medium

High
Low
Low

ShadowRemoval entity

Deterministic non-model (HSV)[28]
Statistical non-parametric (RGB) [28]
Adaptive-HSV (AHSV)[33]

BlobExtraction

entity

PeopleRecognition entity
Edge [15]
Ellipse [14]
Aspect ratio [14]
Ghost [14]

StationaryBlobDetection entity
No-tracking-based [5]
Tracking-based [4]
Sampling-based [4]

Table 3 Summary of visual analysis tools available in the proposed framework.

Fig. 8

Foreground
Detection

Shadow
Detection

1

2

Connected
Component
Analysis
3

People
Recognition

Stationary
Blob
Detection

Event
Detection

4

5

6

Blob
Tracking

Order

Composed workow at entity level for the experiments (selected

Execution order determination As described in subsection 5.2.3, the hasInputParameter and hasOutputParameter properties are used to determine the execution order. First, the selected Algorithms that can be
applied using the initial Parameter (i.e., frame -rgb ) are
examined. As a result, ForegroundDetection is selected
as the rst entity. Then, the second phase selects the
ShadowRemoval and BlobExtraction entities. Hence,
rules for collision are applied to determine that the former is applied in the rst place (Rule 1) before the
BlobExtraction. A third phase selects the BlobTracking
and the PeopleRecognition entities. They are identied as type 2 (see sub-section 5.2.3) so their execution
order is the same (i.e., they can be executed in parallel). Then, StationaryBlobDetection is selected as it

Algorithm

entities and their execution order).

uses data from the BlobTracking entity. Finally, detection routines for the selected event are included in
the last order. Fig. 8 depicts the obtained workow.
Observe that the structure of the created workow at
entity level is very close to the xed workow of [32].
However, it has been automatically computed without
requiring prior knowledge from the application designer
as opposed to [32]. Furthermore, an unnecessary stage
has been removed (noise removal) and an additional
stage has been included (shadow detection) to maximize the current analysis capabilities. Its main advantage is the identication of the analysis stages that can
be run in parallel or in sequential mode and its capability to select the optimum algorithms for each situation
(e.g., application domain, user preferences).
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Domain
D1
D2
D3
D4

Type

Scene Context
View Time Crowded

Indoor Inter
Indoor Inter
Outdoor Far
Outdoor Inter

Day
Day
Day
Day

Yes
No
No
No
User

Entities to detect
Event
Object
Abandoned-object
Abandoned-object
Abandoned-object
Abandoned-object
(a)

-

Dataset

Dataset
#sequences #events

AVSS2007
PETS2006
CANTATA
HERMES

4
10
9
4

8
10
12
8

User Preferences
Proc.Time Memory Accuracy

U0

Low

(b)

Low

Medium

Fig. 9 Input data for composing the workow in dierent domains for abandoned object detection (rst experiment). Data corresponds

to the (a) domain descriptions (in terms of the

SceneContext

and the associated content) and (b) the

User

entity.

6.4 Experimental results
In this sub-section, we describe the results of the three
experiments and a computational cost comparative.

6.4.1 Analysis of dierent domains
For the rst experiment, we have modeled four domains
that represent real scenarios for detecting abandoned
objects in video surveillance. The rst two (D1 and D2)
consist on indoor sequences at an intermediate viewdistance with varying densities of moving objects (D1 is
crowded whereas D2 is not). In particular, we have selected sequences from the AVSS20074 and PETS20065
datasets for, respectively, D1 and D2. The other two
domains (D3 and D4) represent outdoor sequences at,
respectively, intermediate and far view-distance. Data
for D3 and D4 has been selected from, respectively, the
CANTATA6 and the HERMES7 datasets. Fig. 9 summarizes the four domain models, the available content
for abandoned object detection and the modeled user
(U0). Sample frames are shown in Fig. 10.
Starting from the workow determined at entitylevel in sub-section 6.3 for the abandoned object detection task, the full workow creation (i.e., at instancelevel) requires the selection of the appropriate Algorithm instances. As proposed in sub-section 5.2.4, we
perform this selection as a CSP problem and compute
the scores of the available instances to measure their
suitability for each domain. Finally, the instances with
lowest scores are selected for the execution. Table 4
summarizes these results. Moreover, Table 5 shows an
example of selection process for the D1 domain. As it
can be observed, the computed satisfaction scores measure their suitability for this particular domain. For
4 http://www.avss2007.org/
5 http://www.cvg.rdg.ac.uk/PETS2006/

6 http://www.multitel.be/~va/cantata/LeftObject/
7 http://iselab.cvc.uab.es/indoor-cams

Fig. 10 Sample frames for the modeled domains. From top-left

to bottom-right: D1 (AVSS2007 dataset), D2 (PETS2006), D3
(CANTATA) and D4 (HERMES) domains.

each type of entity, the lowest scores indicate the instances to be selected for the analysis of the D1 domain
under the user preferences dened in Fig. 9.
Table 6 presents and compares the event detection
results of the xed and the composed workows for
each domain. Although the user preferences were set
to an intermediate level of accuracy, the proposed approach outperformed the xed workow in all the analyzed domains. The proposed automatic composition
introduced a dynamic behavior that enhanced the xed
workow in two aspects. First, it modied the workow structure by including additional processing stages
from available capabilities (e.g., shadow detection) and
by removing unnecessary stages (e.g., noise removal in
the xed workow ). Second, the selection of the optimum algorithms (for each stage and domain) allowed to
maximize the performance of the tools employed and,
therefore, improved the outcome of the resulting workow. Among the major eects, a signicant increase of
the precision is observed (i.e., a reduction of the number of wrong detections). It can be explained due to the
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Algorithm entity
ForegroundDetection
ShadowRemoval
BlobExtraction
BlobTracking
PeopleRecognition
StationaryBlobDetection
EventDetection
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Selected instances for each domain
D2
D3

D1
Filtering+Gamma
HSV
CC
Spatial-blob distance
Edge
No-tracking-based
Abandoned
object detection

Gamma
HSV
CC
Spatial-blob distance
Edge
Tracking-based
Abandoned
object detection

D4

GMM
HSV
CC
Color-blob distance
Ellipse
Sampling-based
Abandoned
object detection

GMM
HSV
CC
Spatial-blob distance
Edge
Tracking-based
Abandoned
object detection

Table 4 Composed workows for the modeled domains in the rst experiment. Data describes the selected instances (i.e., specic
algorithm) for each Algorithm entity (i.e., processing stage).

Algorithm instances

ForegroundDetection

Type

Domain scores (fd )
View Time Crowded

Accuracy scores (fa )
Proc.Time Memory Accuracy

Score
F (V, C )

SG [20]
Gamma [20]

0
0

0
0

0
0

1
1

0
0

0
0

1
0

2
1

Filtering+Gamma[10]

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

GMM [20]

ShadowRemoval entity

Deterministic non-model (HSV)[28]

Statistical non-parametric (RGB) [28]
Adaptive-HSV[33]

BlobExtraction

entity
Connected component [37]

BlobTracking entity

0

0
0

0

0
0

0

0
0

1

1

0
0

0

1
1

0

0
1

0
0

2

1
2

Spatial-blob distance [23]

0

0

0

1

0

0

1

2

Color-blob distance [23]

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

1

Kalman [23]
Meanshift [23]

PeopleRecognition entity

0
0

0
0

0
0

1
0

0
1

1
1

1
0

3
2

Edge [15]

0

1

0

1

1

1

0

4

Ellipse [14]

0

0

0

1

1

0

0

2

0

0

0

0

1

1

0

2

Aspect ratio [14]
Ghost [14]

StationaryBlobDetection entity
No-tracking-based [5]

Tracking-based [4]
Sampling-based [4]

0
0

0
0

1
1

0
0

0
0

0
0

1
1

0
1

1
1

0
0

0
1

1
0

1
1

1
1

3
3

3
4

Table 5 Algorithm instance selection for the D1 domain. Data correspond to the satisfaction scores for each instance (nal selection

is marked in bold).

inclusion of the shadow removal analysis as well as the
use of the appropriate algorithms for foreground segmentation and stationary blob detection for each analyzed domain. Their main advantage in the application
is the reduction of the amount of data to process and,
therefore, it decreases the likelihood of wrong event detection. The low accuracy of the obtained results for
the D1 domain is explained by the diculty of the proposed task in crowded environments.

Domain
analyzed

Workow approaches
Fixed
Proposed
P
R
P
R

D1
D2
D3
D4

.20
.53
.63
.50

.37
.70
1
.75

.40
.72
.80
.70

.50
.80
1
.75

Average

.46

.71

.65

.76

Table 6 Event detection results for the domains modeled in the

rst experiment.
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Algorithm entity

U1

Selected instances for each modeled user
U2
U3

GMM
A-HSV
CC
Spatial-blob distance
Edge
No-tracking-based
Abandoned
object detection

ForegroundDetection
ShadowRemoval
BlobExtraction
BlobTracking
PeopleRecognition
StationaryBlobDetection
EventDetection

GMM
RGB
CC
Color-blob distance
Ellipse
No-Tracking-based
Abandoned
object detection

Gamma
HSV
CC
Color-blob distance
Ellipse
Tracking-based
Abandoned
object detection

Table 8 Composed workows for the modeled users in the second experiment. Data describes the selected instances (i.e., specic
algorithm) for each Algorithm entity (i.e., processing stage).

User
U1
U2
U3

User Preferences
Proc.Time Memory Accuracy
High
Medium
Low

High
Medium
High

High
Medium
Medium

Table 7 Dierent users modeled for composing the workow to

analyze the D3 domain (second experiment).

6.4.2 Variation of user preferences
In the second experiment, we study the performance of
the proposed approach under dierent user preferences.
In particular, we have selected the D3 domain and we
have dened the preferences of three users focused on
the following criteria: processing time, memory consumption and accuracy. The rst user is centered on the
accuracy allowing high computational cost and memory consumption. The second user has medium level
preferences for the three criteria. The third user is concerned about the processing time with an intermediate
accuracy (without restricting memory consumption). A
description of such preferences is provided in Table 7.
This experiment is useful to understand the adaptation
of the proposed approach to dierent aspects of the
analysis preferred by the user.
After dening the users, the satisfaction scores required for instance selection are computed using each
set of user preferences and the entity-level workow
described in sub-section 6.3. Here, only the accuracy
scores of each instance are aected by the preferences
dened by each user. As the domain to analyze is the
same for the four users, the domain scores remain the
same. The selected instances are listed in Table 8.
Table 9 presents the results of the second experiment. As is shown in the table, the proposed approach
is able to adjust its capabilities and consumption according to the user preferences. Compared to the xed
approach [32], the produced workows showed better
performance for each preference imposed by the user
(i.e., high accuracy and low processing time). The

Workow User Accuracy
Cost
Memory
approach
P
R (ms/frame) (MB)
Fixed
Proposed

U1
U2
U3

.63
.85
.80
.66

1
1
.91
1

65
90
70
45

215
315
240
280

Table 9 Results of the dierent user preferences dened in the
second experiment for the analysis of the D3 domain.

workow of the selected state-of-art approach obtained
results regardless the user preferences showing the limitations of its xed structure for selecting the focus of the
analysis. For the user U1, the composed workow obtained the best accuracy among the compared ones (the
workows generated for the other users and the xed
one). Moreover, the resulting workow for the user U3
highly reduced the execution time of the analysis with
respect to the xed workow and without decreasing
the accuracy. However, an impact in the accuracy is
noticed as the focus of this workow is on the processing time. Finally, the workow for the U2 user had
intermediate values in the three evaluated aspects.

6.4.3 Modication of capabilities
In the third experiment, we test the proposed approach
against changes of the available capabilities of the framework. Two types of changes are possible at entity or
instance level if they are related to, respectively, stages
or algorithms. The former aects to the structure of
the workow stages whereas the latter inuences in the
selection of algorithms for a particular stage. Here,
we concentrate on both changes by including new algorithms (instances) and removing existing stages (entities). For this experiment, we use the description of
the D3 domain and the U1 user.

Addition For this situation, we include a new algorithm
(i.e., instance) in the framework for the ForegroundDetection entity. In particular, we have included the KDE
algorithm [20] in the Algorithm Server Module (ASM)

A semantic-guided and self-congurable framework for video analysis
Algorithm instances

Type

ForegroundDetection
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Domain scores (fd )
View Time Crowded

Accuracy scores (fa )
Proc.Time Memory Accuracy

Score
F (V, C )

Single Gaussian [20]
Gamma [20]
Filtering+Gamma[10]
GMM [20]

1
1
1
0

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

0
0
1
0

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

1
1
1
1

2
2
3
1

KDE [20]

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Table 10 Algorithm instance selection for the

ForegroundDetection entity after including the new algorithm instance KDE (considering the properties of the D3 domain and the U1 user preferences). Data correspond to the satisfaction scores for each instance (nal
selection is marked in bold).

Workow
approach

Accuracy
Cost
Memory
P
R (ms/frame) (MB)

Fixed
.63
Proposed without addition .85
Proposed with addition
.92

1
1
1

65
90
93

215
315
360

Foreground
Detection

Connected
Component
Analysis

People
Recognition

Stationary
Blob
Detection

Event
Detection

1

2

3
Order

4

5

Table 11 Results for the addition of new capabilities for fore-

ground analysis (third experiment).

and its description in the System Ontology Database
(SOD). This algorithm has the following properties:
Type (any), View (any), Time (any), Crowded (no),
Proc. Time (medium), Memory (high) and Accuracy
(high). As there is no change of entities, the structure
of the workow is not altered. Then, the satisfaction
scores of the new algorithm are computed in order to
decide if it is more suitable than the algorithm employed currently. The obtained scores are listed in Table 10. As it can be observed, the algorithm is more
appropriate for the current analysis. Hence, the previous algorithm (GMM) is removed and the new one
(KDE) is used in the workow. The results comparing the xed workow and the proposed one (with and
without adding the new capability) are summarized in
Table 11. They demonstrate that resulting workow
increased the accuracy of the nal system (as preferred
by the user). In particular, the number of false positives
was decreased from 2 to 1.

Removal In this case, we have decided to remove the
shadow removal capability (the entity and all the available instances) and recompute the workow. This modication aects the structure of the workow and, therefore, the whole process is repeated for constructing a
new workow at entity and instance levels. The resulting workow after the removal is depicted in Fig. 11
and its results are presented in Table 12. As it can be
observed, the removal of this stage decreased the precision of the resulting workow.

Blob
Tracking

Composed workow at entity level for the abandoned
object detection tasks after the removal of the shadow detection
capability.
Fig. 11

Workow
approach

Accuracy
Cost
Memory
P
R (ms/frame) (MB)

Fixed workow
.63
Proposed without removal .85
Proposed with removal
.75

1
1
1

65
90
78

215
315
290

Table 12 Results for the addition of new capabilities for fore-

ground analysis (third experiment).

6.5 Computational cost comparative evaluation
A comparison has been done to study the additional
computational cost introduced by proposed approach.
The selected state-of-art approach built the xed workow in approximately 4500 ms whilst our approach took
10500 ms. An increase around 233% was observed due
to the semantic-based workow composition. Furthermore, this time depends on the amount of information
encoded in the description of the domain and the framework capabilities. Thus, higher knowledge bases (i.e.,
more domain descriptions or system capabilities) will
imply more delay for creating the workow. However,
this time could be considered as inappreciable for the
analysis of long sequences or 24-hour operating systems.
Regarding the processing of each frame, the proposed
approach allows to set the focus of this criterion dening
a maximum and a minimum processing time (that corresponds to the Proc. Time criterion to, respectively,
the values Low and High ). Table 13 shows the measured times.
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Workow
approach

System
creation

Base
Proposed
Dierence

4500
10500
+233

Frame processing
Max
Min
68
90
+32.5

63
45
-40

Table 13 Computational time comparative results (ms).

7 Summary and conclusions

This paper has described a distributed framework for
video analysis that allows exible and dynamic conguration at run-time. It provides support for acquiring,
transmitting, processing and storing data. Additionally, it denes a exible environment to develop videobased applications via easy component integration.
Furthermore, we have presented how the formalization of knowledge relevant to video analysis (in terms
of domain and capabilities) can be used to automatically compose and update the analysis workow for a
specic domain. This composition is performed by analyzing the relations between the entities dened for
each application domain, the system capabilities (i.e.,
visual analysis tools available) and the user preferences.
This process is divided in four stages: data request, selection of the algorithm entities to apply, determination
of their execution order and selection of the appropriate
instances. A rule-based approach is applied to extract
the entities relevant to solve the analysis problem and
compute their execution order. The selection process
for specic algorithm implementations is modeled as a
constraints satisfaction problem (CSP). Experimental
results show that the proposed method operates at the
same performance level as a similar hand-dened workow adding a low delay for initialization.
The main advantage of this framework is the integration of ontology-based descriptions and video analysis tools. Any domain described by the ontology can
be analyzed with the proposed framework. It adapts to
analyze dierent domains addressing the properties of
the domain to analyze and requirements of the user.
Moreover, the design of such kind of frameworks is
separated in two parts: domain-knowledge-related and
algorithmic-related parts. Domain experts and algorithm designers can focus their eorts in the development of more accurate models or algorithms.
Moreover, the proposed approach is suitable for distributed settings due to its scalable nature. For example, a multi-camera network scenario would benet from having nodes specically designed to each task
(capture, processing, storage, visualization) whilst they
are running in parallel. Replication of network nodes allows to increase their capabilities (e.g., additional computational power by including more algorithm severs

mapped to dierent nodes). However, ecient coordination strategies are required for optimal usage of
resources [25]. In addition, the distribution capability of the proposed approach is aected by the amount
of data transmitted as it is frame-based. A bottleneck
might occur when deploying large networks. Similarly
to the smart cameras approach [8], a solution might be
to embed the capture, processing and communication
tasks into one single device. Hence, only metadata and
visualization data should be transmitted.
As future work, we will investigate on the automatic distribution of the selected algorithms between
the available processing units in the framework as well
as on the application of the proposed framework to
other video analysis tasks.
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